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Abstract 

The rapid growth of urban populations is a big issue in the past decades. With the growing concern on 
“sustainability”, how to obtain a good balance between heritage conservation and new constructions in the 
city became a crucial challenge nowadays. This paper chooses Rome and Leuven as case studies and discusses 
the difference between their street pattern, plot pattern and building pattern. The paper declares that in the 
case of Rome, the “genius loci” is rooted in the continuously transformation of substrata. While in Leuven, the 
diversity of the landscape is its genetic codes. Both architectural artifacts and landscape forms are important 
components of urban morphology. Furthermore, the two different urban forms are deeply related with how 
citizens live in the city. The row houses in Leuven always keep the pertinent area at the back while in Rome 
the pertinent area behind the row houses is not obvious after the transformation. The paper highlights the 
socio-economy aspect and reveals the relationship between horticultural tradition and physical forms like 
domestic garden, “verlinting”, and perimeter block in Leuven. Urban morphology works as a tool to 
understand the city’s “genius loci” and help to keep the continuity when transformation happens in the city.  

Keyword: Genius loci, urban morphology, sustainability, intangible 

Introduction 
Genius loci is a Roman concept, that every independent being has its genius (the guardian spirit) according 

to an ancient belief. This spirit gives life to places and peoples, accompanies them from birth to death and 

determines their character or essence. “The genius loci in the historical dimension of the city is what survives 

to the ever-changing functional structures and confers an indelible character to the city and the urban 

landscape, through different urban phenomena but part of a single and recognizable experience.” (Bravo, 

2010). Understanding of the genius loci is especially important when facing the conflict between new 

constructions and heritage preservation, because it shows the spirit of place inside the city. What’s more, it 

is possible to reveal the persistent elements in the city and preserve the genius loci through urban 

morphology studies. As the two cases showed below, Rome reveals its genius loci embedded in the remains 

of ruins. While for Leuven, its “genius loci” is the landscape. 

The case of Rome and substrata as “genius loci” 

The complexity of eternality 

Taking the area between Via dei Conorari and Lungotevere as an example (Figure 1). It is a region near the 

famous Sant’ Angelo Castel in Rome. Urban morphology as a tool is mandatory to understand the forming 
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process of the urban fabric. Via dei Coronari is a straight road of medieval origin that hosted many 

Renaissance and Baroque buildings. In 1910s, the hypothesis of the Municipality was to destroy all the houses 

in the district of Via dei Coronari, citing as a pretext the fact that they were of considerable height and very 

close to each other, therefore lacking in light and hygiene. Gustavo Giovannoni proposed an alternative 

method (Figure 2). Instead of demolition without criteria, he suggested some small demolitions aimed at 

specific points, where buildings of little relevance arise. Through these almost patchy and small incisions in 

the fabric, it is possible to obtain openings in the building fabric that allow the ancient buildings to “breathe” 

and take in light thus remedying the hygienic problem. At the same time the circulation of modern means of 

transport is encouraged. 

 

Figure 1. Google Map of the area between Via dei Coronari and Lungotevere, 2020 

Figure 2. Gustavo Giovannoni, Nuova Antologia 1913, CLXVI, series V. page 69, modifications by C.M. Enss 

Urban morphology study: Forming process of the historic fabric  

There are three layers we should consider in the urban morphology study. First, the street pattern. The street 

system is structured by a hierarchy, the first level is matrix road, then the building road, connecting road and 

reconstructing road. Second, the plot pattern. The plot in Rome generally is six meters wide with twelve 

meters long. There is a pertinent area behind with around eighteen meters long. Third, the building pattern. 

A typical Roman row house has two types, one is “Bottega” (commercial) house, another is “Atrium” 

(courtyard) house. 

These two types have different plans, which reflect on the different façades as well. First, the process starts 

from the matrix road, and row houses along the matrix road start to form. In addition, if there is another 

matrix road, the row house continues to grow along the matrix road and the plot is always perpendicular to 

the road (Figure 3, Phase I and II). Second, the building roads will grow perpendicular to the matrix road. With 

new row houses along the building road. In this phase, the new row houses will only be built outside the 

pertinent area of the existing row houses (Figure 3, Phase III). In the third phase, the infilling process happen 

due to the high density. Some of the pertinent area will be sold for constructing new row houses. Therefore, 

the boundary at the back grows with a jagged pattern (Figure 3, Phase IV). Following that, the connecting 

roads parallel to the matrix road grow, and the blocks are re-divided (Figure 3, Phase V). 
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The final process is the reconstructing road. For example, in this area, the urban planning of the tripod road 

at the left boundary of the area and new organization of the piazza in front of the church required the 

reconstruction of roads. The reconstructing roads cut the original urban fabric, so that the form of block 

changes (Figure 3, Phase VI). The traces of reconstructing roads can be seen from the ground floor plan of 

the row houses, because it is not perpendicular to the reconstructing roads. 

 

Figure 3. Forming process of the Via del Conorari area, drew by the author 

Muratori’s idea of “Operante storia”, emphasizes on the transformation process, and provides a tool to read 

historical cities like Rome. The “operative history” can help us to understand the principles of how a city was 

formed and transformed. From this view of urban morphology, city is not fragmented nor static. Instead, 

urban form conveys the information of the past and the possibilities to the future.  

Case study of Leuven: Landscape as “Genius loci”  

The case of Leuven has very different urban features compared with Rome. The Belgium city Leuven is in 

Flanders region, and located at the intersection of three geological areas (Figure 4). In the north there is an 

open plain with many agricultural lands. The Brabant plateau is a gently undulating area to the south of the 

city with Heverleebos as part of it. In addition, the Hageland hills cross the territory from east to west. 

Leuven's city center situates in a basin, called “the cuype” (Figure 5), and the Dyle valley connects the cuype 

with the open plain in the north. 

 

Figure 4. Geographic condition of Leuven      Figure 5. Geomorphology of Leuven 
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The Horti-cultural tradition 

The geographical condition contributes to a very diverse landscape for Leuven. As well as the diverse 

landscape gives the identity of the different urban spaces. “However, the city is in danger of falling victim to 

its own success. Because of the great attraction it exerts (as a regional center city) on numerous activities, 

the pressure on open space is increasing” (Structural plan of Leuven).  

Horti-cultural tradition and domestic gardens is a big feature of Belgian built environment. Flemish people’s 

wish of having a house with a private garden is well-known. The private micro-open space is found to be very 

important and Belgian houses are always with small-scale farming. The Directorate-General Statistics Belgium 

carried out a national socio-economic enquiry of 2001, and almost 77% of the Flemish households claim that 

they have a garden. According to the topographic land use map from the National Geographical Institute in 

Belgium (NGI, 2004) 1,726 km2 or 13.4% of the Flemish area is covered by a land use category ‘Garden’. 

About 82% of Flemish households live in a house with a garden or terrace (Bomans, Dewaelheyns, & Gulinck, 

2011b). In the nineteenth and early twentieth century the Belgian Government strongly promoted and 

subsidized home ownership of a ‘single family dwelling with garden’ amongst the working and lower- middle 

classes. This housing model was seen as an important safety net to counteract periods of industrial 

unemployment and secure social peace (De Decker, 2011; Meert, 2000).  

Back to the nineteenth and early twentieth century, Ebenezer Howard’s garden city concept in 1970s and the 

wide-spread romanticizing “return to the countryside” started impacting on Belgian people. There are also 

some Belgian theorists working on the promotion, such as Emile Vandervelde. Furthermore, housing model 

of a single-family house with a garden in Belgium was greatly promoted by De Decker (2011), and Van Herck 

& Van Avermaete (2006).  There was even a tradition of anti-urban housing policy in the first half of the 20th 

century by the Catholic and Socialist Parties. Both parties agree on “working-class families in rural dwellings 

with gardens.” The garden linked to the houses are seen as examples of privatization and individualization in 

Flanders region (Verbeek et al, 2011). Therefore, due to the political choices that promoting the single-family 

house with garden, together with the housing policy supporting the liberal rights of ownership, horti-cultural 

tradition and domestic gardens become big features of Belgian built environment. Dewaelheyns’s researches 

show that 8% of the Flemish area is covered by domestic gardens, as well as 21% of the total area of Flemish 

residential cores (Dewaelheyns et al, 2014). 

Leuven is with abundant presence of greenery in the immediate vicinity of the residential environment. Not 

only due to the open green areas in the city, but also due to how the plot and building pattern are in Leuven. 

Take the area between street Constaintin Meunierstraat and street Naamsevest as an example (Figure 6), we 

can see the characteristics of the street pattern, plot pattern and building pattern in Leuven.  
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Figure 6. Google Map of Leuven, 2020 

Figure 7. Comparison of the block sizes between Rome (in black) and Leuven (in grey) 

Urban morphology study: Verlinting, perimeter block and terraced type house 

The street pattern in Leuven is very different from Rome. The street net is not so dense, cutting much bigger 

blocks than in Rome. For example, one block inside the chosen area is 210m × 100m, while the blocks in 

Rome are around 50m × 50m. An extreme loose street pattern is that row houses constructed along only one 

road in the periphery area of Leuven. It is a typical Flemish phenomenon called “Verlinting” (Figure 8). The 

swarming of buildings along the road which connected cities with other cities, leads to a very dispersed built 

landscape. Therefore, there are many “ribbon” developments at the periphery of the city (Figure 9).  

            

Figure 8. “Verlinting” phenomenon, by Thomas Verbeek et al.        Figure 9. Buildings and pertinent areas 

In Rome, the pertinent area behind the row houses were filled with other row houses and reorganized after 

the cut by connecting roads. However, the pertinent area is very obvious when looking at the urban tissue of 

Leuven. Behind the house, the green pertinent area is well remained and obvious. With the bigger block, 

connected pertinent area behind, and row houses aligned to the building line creating a closed street façade, 

the “perimeter block” is formed. It is tightly knitted and there is no possibility of getting inside for the public. 

The ownership of inside green area belongs to the house owners. As a result, a tension between private and 

public is draw from this fabric. In my opinion, the remain of pertinent area is related with the horticulture in 

Belgium. Even in the city center of Leuven, people could have a private garden behind their house. However, 

many scholars criticize the chaotic manner of the interior spaces: “The original interior spaces of perimeter 
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blocks have generally been crammed with small factories, slums, storage sheds and, more recently, car 

parks.” (De Meulder et al, 1999) Inside the chosen area, there are also many additional constructions 

attached to the house in the pertinent area.   

For the building type, the dimension of a row house in Leuven is similar as in Rome. The width along the 

street is around five to six meters. The row house generally with three floors, and some of them have an 

attic. Noticeably, there is always a small terrace at the first floor. Sometimes the terrace is incorporated into 

the interior. From the street pattern, to plot pattern and building pattern, it is not hard to see that Leuven’s 

“genius loci” is embedded in garden, green area and landscape. With the understanding of urban morphology 

in Leuven, there are some challenges for the development. For example, remaining open countryside, 

limiting the development of new infrastructure, optimizing the existing infrastructure and densifying urban 

areas and residential nuclei in the regional outskirts.  Landscape as genius loci can be used to define the 

location for densification and its strategies.  

Comparisons between Rome and Leuven  

Different phases of forming process of urban form 

Based on the study of how urban form is formed through time. It is clear that Leuven has many places still in 

phase I and phase III. For example, the ribbon phenomenon is in phase I, and the perimeter blocks are in 

phase III. On the other hand, the urban forms in Rome mainly are in phase V and phase VI. 

As mentioned before, the row houses in Leuven with the pertinent area at the back is a great character of 

Leuven’s urban morphology. Due to such great importance of keeping the pertinent area, some interesting 

phenomenon happened. For example, in one block, the inside space was cut diagonally to ensure the 

pertinent area of every house (Figure 10). In addition, if we pay attention to the edge of the blocks, it is 

noticeable at some part, the boundary of the block is not a building, but just a wall (Figure 11). In that way, 

the ownership of pertinent area of the building beside is guaranteed. 

 

Figure 10. Pertinent area division behind the row houses (in green) and the added construction attached to the house 
(in red) 

Figure 11. The wall at the corner of the block 
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However, in Rome, the pertinent area is not obvious. There is no private free space behind the building. Many 

remained pertinent area transformed into the courtyard of the palazzo or segregated into small patios linked 

to the houses (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Pertinent area (in green) in the case of Rome 

Embodied socio-cultural models and ideals  

One reason that Leuven didn’t continue to transform into the following phases of urban morphology is the 

lower population density in the city compared with the city center in Rome. More importantly, the 

differences between these two urban forms show us the urban morphology is deeply related with the local 

socio-cultural traditions. As mentioned before, Flemish people was influenced by the horti-cultural tradition. 

There is a concept of “wild living” in Flanders, and having a garden with the house is very important. However, 

in Rome, living with ruins and keeping the continuous transformation is more important. Through the 

comparison, we can see that the intangible part embodied in the urban form contributes to the “genius loci”, 

the spirit of the place. Therefore, the socio-cultural models and ideals should be highlighted while analysing 

the forming process. “[….], the laws that describe the birth and transformation of the city are not ‘natural’ 

but emerge as the result of precise cultural behaviour” (Marzot, 2002). 

In addition, these two cases show us another information that both architectural artefacts and landscape 

forms can be and should be considered in urban morphology study of a city. Architectural heritage deals with 

territory, which can be seen as a positive, sole outcome of co-operation between man and nature.  

Conclusion: Urban morphology as a matter of continuity  

The continuous transformation of substrata is the enduring idiosyncrasy that lend the places in Rome their 

essential identities. As many modern projects were rejected in Rome’s historical centre, new buildings in this 

compact city has to deeply connected to the rule of organicity. Which seems, understanding the urban 

morphology in the city is essential and crucial, and some trails have already been carried out. For example, 

the design of Casa del Fascio di Como by Giuseppe Terragni. Terragni designed a plan shows the similar 

composition as Roman row houses be transformed into a palazzo.   
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In the case of Leuven, “The landscape is admittedly overshadowed by urbanization, but is has not vanish 

altogether” (De Meulder, 1999). The sustainability turn in planning however focuses on densification. To the 

future, densification is explicitly promoted as a strategy by the government. It aims at a break with the past 

and put an end to the anti-urban nature of planning and housing policies in Belgium (Dehaene, 2020). “In 

densification scenarios, planners could consider domestic garden area as a land reserve.” (Dewaelheyns et 

al, 2014) The plan tries to introduce a compact city policy, and there are some strategies respect the urban 

morphology study in order to keep the balance between tradition and transformation. 

It is possible to boost the fabric capacity and enhance the quality of the fabric. As De Meulder points out, 

“increased density in one place can make thinning-out feasible elsewhere”. It is similar with Giovannoni’s 

“diradamento” theory. Just as in Rome the ruins as substrate can provides potential for transformation, the 

landscape in Leuven works as the same function. Through the urban morphology study, we understand the 

importance of landscape diversity in Leuven, as well as the connection of the garden and houses. Therefore, 

where to be densified can be greatly intertwined with the different features of landscape. For instance, 

“lower density in the bottom of a stream valley and increased density on the sides, emphasize hilliness by 

amplifying variations in building height, cut sharp boundaries between buildings and forest, or give the forest 

vegetation a chance to recover by means of high-rise building, deploy new continuous blocks of building to 

support noticeable lines of sight or to ‘measure’ the slope of the ground” (De Meulder, 1999). 

Urban morphology provides us a tool to look the city as organic mechanism and able to read the urban form. 

Continuity encompasses conservation and innovation, and conservation is not a matter of maintain old style, 

as for many modernist architects distained to do. Through the urban morphology study, it is possible to 

understand the forming process, find the genius loci and keep the continuity when transformation happens.  
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